Overview:
Service computing covers the science and technology of bridging the gap between business and IT services, and has attracted increasing attention from both industry and academia. Services are defined as software artefacts that are autonomous, self-described, reusable, and highly portable. They’re the basic units for building rapid, low-cost, secure, and reliable applications. Thus, the service computing paradigm saves on development costs that would otherwise be spent creating new software components for each new business process.

Due to the rapid developments in mobile devices and wireless technologies, mobile devices are play an increasing important role in our daily life. Mobile technology’s huge potential brings great opportunities for traditional service computing in the mobile environment. Services are no longer limited to traditional contexts and platforms. They can be deployed on mobile devices or cloud servers and delivered over wireless networks. Mobile service computing is undoubtedly enabling us to provide and access services anytime and anywhere, which greatly facilitates our life, work, and study. However, the application of mobile service computing still faces challenges due to key limitations such as constant mobility, limited capability, restricted power, unguaranteed security, etc., which bring great challenges for both service provision and consumption.

The aims of this special issue are (1) to present the state-of-the-art research on mobile service computing, and (2) to provide a forum for experts to disseminate their recent advances and views on future perspectives in the field.

Topics
In this special issue, we will invite papers that present new theories, methods and techniques applied to mobile service computing. We particularly encourage papers demonstrating novel strategies to new types of mobile service computing domains such as mobile cloud computing, mobile edge computing, etc. Applications may be drawn by investigating the usage of novel methods for all aspects of the mobile service computing system, including system design, performance optimization, algorithm design, scheduling methods, energy saving, and security management. Specific topics may include the following areas:

- Service description in mobile environments
- Mobile service composition verification and test
- Performance optimization in mobile environment
- Quality evaluation for mobile services
- Mobile service selection, recommendation and composition
- Mobile service provisioning
- Energy efficiency in mobile service computing
- Mobile service Offloading
- Resource management in mobile service environments
Security and privacy in mobile service computing
Mobile device management (configuration, performance, and capacity)

**Important Dates**

- Manuscript submission deadline: Feb. 20, 2019
- Notification of acceptance: Apr. 5, 2019
- Submission of final revised paper: May 5, 2019
- Publication of special issue (tentative): Jun. 5, 2019

**Submission Procedure**

Authors should follow the MONET Journal manuscript format described at the journal site. Manuscripts should be submitted on-line through [http://www.editorialmanager.com/mone/](http://www.editorialmanager.com/mone/).

Papers accepted by Tridentcom 2018 must be presented at the conference by one of the authors. This is a pre-condition for your paper to be further considered for publication in a special issue in MONET on MSCA. The revised version must have about 50% additional content compared to the conference paper.

Other Paper via CFP should be original work and has not been submitted or will not be submitted elsewhere without a notification/explanation.

Papers will be evaluated on their merits, contribution to the service/cloud computing field, suitability to the special issue, and overall quality. All papers will be rigorously referred by MONET reviewers. Submission of a manuscript to this special issue implies that no similar paper is already accepted or will be submitted to any other conference or journal.

A copy of the manuscript should also be emailed to the Guest Editors at the following email address: gaohonghao@shu.edu.cn.
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